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Disclosures

• GAPP

• All emeritus and retired members provided their time freely

• ISMPP supported the website from 2012–2107

• Jackie Marchington

• Employee of Caudex, Oxford, a McCann Health company

• Member of ISMPP

• Co-chair, ISMPP Advocacy and Outreach Committee

• Original cartoons ©HamiltonHouse (Cindy Hamilton)
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BG
(before GPP…)

A brief history lesson
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Issues raised in the literature



And then the press...



It was not without substance...

http://dida.library.ucsf.edu/



It was not without substance...

http://dida.library.ucsf.edu/



And it never...



…ever…



…goes away…



Industry responses

From within
• Original GPP developed 

between 1998–2003

• 1st revision (GPP2) 2009

• 2nd revision (GPP3) 2013

• #GPP4 being thought 

about…

• Global Publication Survey

• MPIP

From without
• ICMJE

• Corporate Integrity 
Agreements

• Sunshine Act
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The birth of GAPP
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Why were we needed?

• Around 2010–2012, articles being published about 
industry sponsored research assumed ghostwriting
was common, things were as they were 10 years 
previously

• Conflating ghostwriting with professional medical 
writing support

• Suggesting spin and selective reporting were the 
norm
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Medline publications to end 2011
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Responses were isolated and slow
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How could we (collectively) do it 
better?

• GAPP was founded to:

• provide a timely and credible response 

to influential stories about medical 
publication professionals 

• be a “go to” group for those needing 

timely input from international leaders 

of medical publication professionals 
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The team

• 5-people

• Respected members of, but not representing, 
professional organizations

• Passionate advocates

• 10 weeks leading, else review/approver role
• Find own appropriately qualified successor on 

exit
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Alert process

• Referrals

• contact@gappteam.org; website form

• Surveillance

• Fortune

• Anticipation
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Characteristics of a trigger article

• On remit
• Ghostwriting/publication professionals/industry practices

• Decent reach
• Mainstream journal

• High profile author(s)

• Opportunity to educate
• Pubs professionals

• Researchers/authors/students
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Characteristics of a GAPP response

• Respectful

• Cite third party guidance (ICMJE, WAME, CSE)

• Cite sources correctly/correct misinterpretation

• Refute anecdote with evidence
• GPS

• Ghostwriting prevalence

• CMPP

• Current practice vs historical

• Highlight current guidance and current behaviour
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GAPP in action
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~50 responses

• Some ignored

• 1 attempt to get us 

banned from PLoS

• PubMed Commons –

useful while it lasted

Response types

B lo gs/ o nl in e co mmen ts Ne ws outlets

Acade mic jo urn al s Go ve rnme nt

P ubMe dCo mmon s
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Proactive articles

• Woolley KL, Gertel A, Hamilton C, Jacobs A, Snyder G. Poor compliance with reporting 
research results - we know it’s a problem … how do we fix it? Curr Med Res Opin. 2012. 

doi:10.1185/03007995.2012.739152.

• Woolley KL, Gertel A, Hamilton CW, Jacobs A, Snyder GP. Time to finger point or fix? An 
invitation to join ongoing efforts to promote ethical authorship and other good publication 
practices (July/August). Ann Pharmacother. 2013;47(7-8):1084–7. doi:10.1345/aph.1S178. 

• Gertel A, Hamilton C, Jacobs A, et al. The Global Alliance of Publication Professionals: update 

on a small group with a big mission. AMWA J. 2013; 28(1):42-4, 47.

• Hamilton CW, Gertel A, Jacobs A, Marchington J, Weaver S, Woolley K. Mythbusting medical 

writing: goodbye ghosts, hello help. Account Res. 2016:23(3);178–94. 
doi:10.1080/08989621.2015.1088788.
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Did it work?
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Correlation does not equal causation, but
GAPP started here

…just saying…



Time to go?
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Responses: 2012–2018

• The volume of articles about industry 
sponsored medical publications has decreased

• Misinformed or poorly researched articles are 
still being published, but they have been 
focussing less and less on professional medical 
writing

• The conversation about industry funded 
research has been moving toward data 
disclosure and clinical trial transparency for 
some time

• We responded to only 4 articles in 2017
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The Matheson Event

• In 2016, GAPP responded to a series of articles by 
Alastair Matheson about how industry manipulated 
ICMJE criteria for authorship

• The third one, in the BMJ, drew independent 
responses from GAPP and ISMPP, and, eventually, a 
joint final response from all organizations

• Organizations had evolved to be able to work 
together on a timely response
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So long!

• As of 2 May, 2018, the Global Alliance 
of Publication Professionals stepped 

down

• After 6 years and ~50 responses, we 

felt that GAPP had served its purpose 
and the professional organizations 

have evolved to a point that we could 

hand back responsibility for rebuttals 
and responses to AMWA, EMWA and 

ISMPP



Don’t sit back –

• We will continue to maintain 
the website and the 

contact@gappteam.org inbox

• Thank you for your support 

and assistance over the years

mailto:contact@gappteam.org


http://gappteam.org
contact@gappteam.org

@GAPPTeam

Jackie.Marchington@caudex.com
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